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The Saturated Self Dilemmas Of
Identity In Contemporary Life
This work on psychotherapeutic dialogue aims to
demonstrate how a client-therapist collaborative
psychotherapeutic dialogue can help people to
disentangle themselves from convoluted
conversations and stereotyped usages that keep
their lives from developing and to generate new
meanings.
In recent years, the traditional psychoanalytic view of
the self as an autonomous entity has been shifting to
a more relational perspective. This evolution from a
solely intrapsychic stance brings psychoanalysis
closer to the viewpoint of social psychology, formerly
a highly divergent discipline. Bridging these different
literatures, THE RELATIONAL SELF describes the
extent and meaning of these convergences. The
book is divided into four sections. The first two
examine current perspectives from psychoanalytic
self psychology and social psychology, and the latter
two present an integration of psychoanalytic and
social-personality approaches. Part One reviews the
psychoanalytic theories of character "structure" that
focus upon identity maintenance, self-esteem
regulation, and resistance to change. Also presented
is an interactional view of the self that explores the
intersubjective context of intrapsychic experience.
Part Two shifts from the largely unconscious
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intrapsychic self to the self as affected by situational
variables. Considered here are the relationship
between self-image and attitudes, the social
categories deemed by people as important to their
identity, and the effects of physical relocation upon
self-concept change. Part Three presents a theory of
the self with separate rational and experiential
processing systems and also explores cultural
influences on the self from a psychoanalytic vantage
point. Part Four considers psychotherapy, selfverification, and self-concept change, including selfdefeating behavior and self-consistency striving; the
avoidance of self-awareness; self-evaluation
maintenance; and self-with-other representations.
Bringing together the work of leading theorists in
social, psychoanalytic, and personality psychology
on the interaction of self-organization with the social
and physical environment, THE RELATIONAL SELF
fosters a better understanding of both situational and
dispositional variables and a deeper appreciation of
the changing theoretical sense of a relational self as
the ultimate stage of development.
Drawing on a range of disciplines, from anthropology
to psychoanalysis, this book explores the way we
view ourselves and our relationships.
This methods book will guide the reader through the
process of conducting and producing an
autoethnographic study through the understanding of
self, other, and culture. Readers will be encouraged
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to follow hands-on, though not prescriptive, steps in
data collection, analysis, and interpretation with selfreflective prewriting exercises and self-narrative
writing exercises to produce their own
autoethnographic work. Chang offers a variety of
techniques for gathering data on the self—from
diaries to culture grams to interviews with
others—and shows how to transform this information
into a study that looks for the connection with others
present in a diverse world. She shows how the
autoethnographic process promotes self-reflection,
understanding of multicultural others, qualitative
inquiry, and narrative writing. Samples of published
autoethnographies provide exemplars for the novice
researcher to follow.
In today's world, identities are no longer built solely
within communities of family, neighbourhood, school
and work - the media plays an important role in
formulating our identities or constructions of self.
This volume brings together the usually segregated
areas of interpersonal and mass communication,
and also incorporates work from sociology,
psychology and women's studies. Each contributor
examines our understanding of self both within a
specific context of mediated culture and within a
specific theoretical framework, such as critical
theory, social constructionism and feminism.
Designers, developers, and entrepreneurs today
must grapple with creating social interfaces to foster
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user interaction and community, but grasping the
nuances and the building blocks of the digital social
experience is much harder than it appears. Now you
have help. In the second edition of this practical
guide, UX design experts Christian Crumlish and
Erin Malone share hard-won insights into what
works, what doesn’t, and why. With more than 100
patterns, design principles, and best practices, you’ll
learn how to balance opposing forces and grow
healthy online communities by co-creating the
experience with your users. Understand the
overarching principles before applying tactical design
patterns Cultivate healthy participation and rein in
misbehaving users Learn patterns for adding social
components to an existing site Encourage users to
interact with one another, whether it’s one-to-one or
many-to-many Use a rating system to build a social
experience around products or services Orchestrate
collaborative groups and discover the real power of
social networks Explore numerous examples of each
pattern, with an emphasis on mobile apps Learn how
to apply social design patterns to enterprise
environments
One of America's great philosophers says the time
has come to reform philosophy. Putnam calls upon
philosophers to attend to the gap between the
present condition of their subject and the human
aspirations that philosophy should and once did
claim to represent. His goal is to embed philosophy
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in social life.
In the Preface to the second edition, Gergen
describes the significant movements taking place
since the first edition was published over a decade
ago. This fascinating and carefully reasoned book
remains essential reading for psychologists,
sociologists, philosophers of the social sciences and
others seeking a fresh understanding of our concept
of social knowledge.
Social networking has grown into a staple of modern society,
but its continued evolution is becoming increasingly
detrimental to our lives. Shifts in communication and privacy
are affecting us more than we realize or understand. Terms of
Service crystalizes this current moment in technology and
contemplates its implications: the identity-validating pleasures
and perils of online visibility; our newly adopted view of daily
life through the lens of what is share-worthy; and the
surveillance state operated by social media
platforms—Facebook, Google, Twitter, and others—to mine our
personal data for advertising revenue, an invasion of our lives
that is as pervasive as government spying. Jacob Silverman
calls for social media users to take back ownership of their
digital selves from the Silicon Valley corporations who claim
to know what's best for them. Integrating politics, sociology,
national security, pop culture, and technology, he reveals the
surprising conformity at the heart of Internet
culture—explaining how social media companies engineer
their products to encourage shallow engagement and
discourage dissent. Reflecting on the collapsed barriers
between our private and public lives, Silverman brings into
focus the inner conflict we feel when deciding what to share
and what to "like," and explains how we can take the steps
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we need to free ourselves from its grip.
Journey inside the pages of Scripture to meet a personal God
who enters individual lives and begins a creative work from
the inside out. Shaped with the individual in mind, Immersion
encourages simultaneous engagement both with the Word of
God and with the God of the Word to become a new creation
in Christ. Immersion, inspired by a fresh translation--the
Common English Bible--stands firmly on Scripture and helps
readers explore the emotional, spiritual, and intellectual
needs of their personal faith. More importantly, they ll be able
to discover God s revelation through readings and reflections.
Based on Stanford University psychologist Kelly McGonigal's
wildly popular course "The Science of Willpower," The
Willpower Instinct is the first book to explain the science of
self-control and how it can be harnessed to improve our
health, happiness, and productivity. Informed by the latest
research and combining cutting-edge insights from
psychology, economics, neuroscience, and medicine, The
Willpower Instinct explains exactly what willpower is, how it
works, and why it matters. For example, readers will learn: •
Willpower is a mind-body response, not a virtue. It is a
biological function that can be improved through mindfulness,
exercise, nutrition, and sleep. • Willpower is not an unlimited
resource. Too much self-control can actually be bad for your
health. • Temptation and stress hijack the brain's systems of
self-control, but the brain can be trained for greater willpower
• Guilt and shame over your setbacks lead to giving in again,
but self-forgiveness and self-compassion boost self-control. •
Giving up control is sometimes the only way to gain selfcontrol. • Willpower failures are contagious—you can catch the
desire to overspend or overeat from your friends—but you can
also catch self-control from the right role models. In the
groundbreaking tradition of Getting Things Done, The
Willpower Instinct combines life-changing prescriptive advice
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and complementary exercises to help readers with goals
ranging from losing weight to more patient parenting, less
procrastination, better health, and greater productivity at
work.
What does it mean to be human? What distinguishes man
from other animals? “Man’s creation of the universe of
symbols,â€ replies Ludwig von Bertalanffy. “Man lives in a
world not of things, but of symbols.â€ Dr. von Bertalanffy
explores the historical development of symbolic language,
examines the nature of human values, and shows how a
current breakdown of symbolic universes contributes to the
feeling of meaninglessness so prevalent in modern society.
He notes that a major portion of mankind’s aggressive acts
are not biologically induced but arise within symbolic
frameworks.
"Remains an authoritative overview of the field, but is now
markedly more accessible. It will be invaluable to students
and scholars looking for a sustained and engaging inquiry
into the premises and practices of social constructionism." Dr Matthew Adams, University of Brighton "Kenneth Gergen
elegantly presents his constructionist ideas in a style that is
both relational and inviting, and, at the same time,
comprehensive and thorough. By tracing the history of his
ideas, he provides a blueprint for others to follow by including
further reflections and additional references. Dr Gergen once
again has paved the way for innovative, relational, and ethical
ways of thinking about pedagogy, research and practice. I
strongly recommend this outstanding book for child and youth
care practitioners, social workers, counselors, mediators and
psychologists." - Marie Hoskins, Professor, School of Child
and Youth Care, Faculty of Human and Social Development,
University of Victoria "This aptly titled book provides an
accessible theoretical introduction to social constructionism
applicable to numerous fields: therapy, education, research.
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As a teacher of Family Therapy, this book provides a
foundation for understanding social constructionist therapy
models and research and adds depth to my students
understanding of these models." - Kevin Lyness, Antioch
University Reflecting the significant developments in
constructivist thought and practice, the Second Edition of An
Invitation to Social Construction has been thoroughly revised
and updated with material on major new areas such as
discourse analysis, action research, the body and
environmentalism. While still preserving the celebrated wideranging and profound approach of the first, the Second
Edition, now with pedagogical features throughout, is even
more accessible for students.
Questioning the tradition of individual responsibility, this
pioneering book also transforms the concept of responsibility
by giving centre stage to the relational process rather than to
the individual - replacing alienation and isolation with
meaningful dialogue. The first three chapters are the editors'
own contribution on relational responsibility - followed by their
analysis of a challenging case study involving the issue of
child sexual abuse. The next 14 chapters contain responses
from leading academics and professionals in the fields of
communication, psychology and organizational development,
which extend the editors' original dialogue. In conclusion,
Sheila McNamee and Kenneth Gergen illustrate relational
responsi
A robust discussion of common grace -- of great value to
anyone interested in the relation of church and culture.
Asking how Christians can account for the presence of
goodness in a fallen world, Richard Mouw reinterprets the
historic insights of Calvinism for life in the twenty-first century.
Now available in paperback.
The ethical dimensions of health communicators'
interventions and campaigns are brought into question in this
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thought-provoking book. Examining the efforts to effect
behavior change, the author questions how far health
communication can and should go in changing people's
values. The author broadens the current analysis of
interventions and presents conceptual frameworks that help
identify values and justifications that are embedded in health
communication goals, strategies, and evaluation criteria. This
critical approach helps explain how and why choices are
made in design and implementation, and provides constructs
and frameworks to examine them. It also widens the criteria
for program evaluation and policymaking, and provides
practitioners, planners, policy-makers, researchers, and
students with practice-oriented questions.

Richard J. Mouw is well known for his incisive views on
the intersection of culture and Christianity and for his
efforts to make the thought of major Dutch theologian
Abraham Kuyper accessible to average Christians. In
this volume Mouw provides the scholarly "backstory" to
his popular books as he interprets, applies, expands on
-- and at times even corrects -- Kuyper's remarkable
vision for faith and public life. In thirteen essays Mouw
explores and develops the Kuyperian perspective on key
topics in Christian cultural discipleship, including public
theology, sphere sovereignty, education, creation, and
more. He deftly articulates an ecumenically enriched neoCalvinist -- or "neo-Kuyperian" -- perspective that
appropriates and contextualizes the ideas and insights of
this important theologian and statesman for new
challenges in Christian thought and service.
Collecting short thought pieces by some of the leading
thinkers on the emerging 'Immersive Internet', Power and
Teigland's book questions what a more immersive and
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intimate internet – based on social media, augmented
reality, virtual worlds, online games, 3D internet and
beyond – might mean for society and for each of us.
The International Handbook on Self-study of Teaching
and Teacher Education Practices is of interest to teacher
educators, teacher researchers and practitioner
researchers. This volume: -offers an encyclopaedic
review of the field of self-study; -examines in detail selfstudy in a range of teaching and teacher education
contexts; -outlines a full understanding of the nature and
development of self-study; -explores the development of
a professional knowledge base for teaching through selfstudy; -purposefully represents self-study through
research and practice; -illustrates examples of self-study
in teaching and teacher education.
Self and identity have been important yet volatile notions
in psychology since its formative years as a scientific
discipline. Recently, psychologists and other social
scientists have begun to develop and refine the
conceptual and empirical tools for studying the complex
nature of self. This volume presents a critical analysis of
fundamental issues in the scientific study of self and
identity. These chapters go much farther than merely
taking stock of recent scientific progress. World-class
social scientists from psychology, sociology and
anthropology present new and contrasting perspectives
on these fundamental issues. Topics include the
personal versus social nature of self and identity,
multiplicity of selves versus unity of identity, and the
societal, cultural, and historical formation and expression
of selves. These creative contributions provide new
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insights into the major issues involved in understanding
self and identity. As the first volume in the Rutgers
Series on Self and Social Identity, the book sets the
stage for a productive second century of scientific
analysis and heightened understanding of self and
identity. Scholars and advanced students in the social
sciences will find this highly informative and provocative
reading. Dr. Richard D. Ashmore is a professor and Dr.
Lee Jussim is an associate professor in the Department
of Psychology at Rutgers University, New Brunswick,
New Jersey.
Human social interaction is varied, complex and always
changing. How we perceive each other and ourselves,
how individuals interact within groups, and how groups
are structured--all these are the domain of social
psychology. Many have doubted, however, that a fullfledged social psychology textbook can successfully be
written from a Christian perspective. Inevitably, some
say, when attempting to integrate theology and social
psychology, one discipline must suffer at the expense of
the other. Angela Sabates counters that thinking by
demonstrating how these two disciplines can indeed be
brought together in a fruitful way. She crisply covers key
topics in social psychology, utilizing research that is well
grounded in the empirical and theoretical literature, while
demonstrating how a distinctively Christian approach can
offer fresh ideas and understandings. Why doesn t our
behavior always match what we say we believe? How
and when are we most likely to be persuaded? What is
the social psychology of violence? How reliable are
eyewitness testimonies? Are racism and prejudice on the
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decline or are we just better at hiding them? Sabates
draws out the implications of a Christian view of human
persons on these and other central subjects within the
well-established framework of social psychological study.
This volume is for those looking for a core text that
makes use of a Christian theological perspective to
explore what the science of psychology suggests to us
about the nature of human social interaction.
This reader introduces a number of important viewpoints
central to social constructionism and charts the
development of social constructionist thought.
Measurement-based assessment has dominated our
educational systems at the expense of the learning and
the well-being of students and teachers. In this book,
Gergen and Gill propose a radical alternative to this
broken system, which is based instead on an
inspirational conception of schools as sites of collective
meaning-making and a relational orientation to
evaluation. The authors acknowledge that it is within the
process of relating that the world comes to be
meaningful for us, and equally, learning and well-being
are embedded in relational process, which testing and
grades undermine. Providing detailed illustrations using
cases from pioneering schools around the globe at both
the primary and secondary level, this book demonstrates
how a relational orientation to evaluation in education
can enhance learning processes, foster students'
engagement and vitality relationships, and elevate the
evaluation of teaching and the school as a whole.
Featuring collaborative learning, dialogic pedagogy, and
flexible curricula, relational evaluation truly speaks to the
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demands of a rapidly changing world.
On the basis of a theologically grounded understanding
of the nature of persons and the self, Jack O. Balswick,
Pamela Ebstyne King and Kevin S. Reimer present a
model of human development that ranges across all of
life's stages: infancy, childhood, adolescence, young
adulthood, middle adulthood, elder adulthood. They do
this by drawing on a biblical model of relationality, where
the created goal or purpose of human development is to
become a reciprocating self--fully and securely related to
others and to God. Along the way, they provide a context
for understanding individual development
issues--concerns, tensions, worries or crises
encountered by the self in the context of change.
Awareness of these issues is most pronounced at
developmental transitional points: learning to talk and
walk, beginning to eat unassisted, going to school,
developing secondary sexual physical features, leaving
home, obtaining full-time employment, becoming
engaged and then married, having a child for the first
time, parenting an adolescent, watching children move
away from home, retiring, experiencing decline in
physical and mental health, and, finally, facing imminent
death. Throughout, Balswick, King and Reimer contend
that, since God has created human beings for
relationship, to be a self in reciprocating relationships is
of major importance in negotiating these developmental
issues. Critically engaging social science research and
theory, The Reciprocating Self offers an integrated
approach that provides insight helpful to college and
seminary students as well as those serving in the helping
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professions. Those preparing for or currently engaged in
Christian ministry will be especially rewarded by the indepth discussion of the implications for moral and faith
development nurtured in the context of the life of the
church.
This century has been characterized by a strong and
pervasive belief in "certainty through science. " It is a belief
that has been nurtured by philosophers, scientists, and
governing bodies alike. And, where vocal reassurance has
failed to convince, modem technology has more than
compensated. It has, in effect, been a century in at last to be
making significant headway toward objective which
humankind seemed and enduring truth. Yet, as the century
winds toward its conclusion, this optimistic belief has begun to
confront a challenging array of attacks. Widespread signals of
concern are increasingly evident, and in the philosophy of
science little but remnants remain of the bold rationale that
once promised truth through method. One now senses a
profound alteration taking place in both the concept of
knowledge and of science-an alteration that may prove to be
as significant as the Copernican revolution, the emergence of
Darwinism, or the development of Freudian theory. As a
result of the latter transformations, humans are no longer
seen as the center of the universe, as essentially different
from animals, or as fully conscious of the wellsprings of their
activity. In the present case, however, we confront the loss of
the human capacity for objective knowledge.
Benjamin Patrick Newton’s translation of Cicero’s On Duties
is the most complete edition of a text that has been
considered a source of moral authority throughout classical,
medieval, and modern times. Marcus Tullius Cicero was a
preeminent Roman statesman, orator, and philosopher who
introduced philosophy into Rome, and through Rome, into
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Christendom and the modern world. On Duties was
championed by important thinkers including Thomas Aquinas,
Montesquieu, and Voltaire, and it was one of the earliest
books printed on the Gutenberg press. The true significance
of On Duties lies in its examination of several fundamental
problems of political philosophy, the most important being the
possible conflict between the honorable and the useful. The
honorable encompasses the virtues of human beings, which
include justice and concern for the common good. The useful
refers to the needs of living beings, which includes certain
necessities and concern for private good. Only by
understanding the possible conflict between these two sides
of human nature, Cicero declares, may we understand our
duties to our community and to ourselves. This new edition of
On Duties aims to provide readers who cannot read Latin but
wish to study the book with a literal yet elegant translation. It
features an introduction, outline, footnotes, interpretative
essay, glossary, and indexes, making Cicero’s thought
accessible to a general audience.
This book interprets popular American belief and sentiment
about cities, suburbs, and small towns in terms of community
ideologies. Based on in-depth interviews with residents of
American communities, it shows how people construct a
sense of identity based on their communities, and how they
perceive and explain community problems (e.g., why cities
have more crime than their suburban and rural counterparts)
in terms of this identity. Hummon reveals the changing role of
place imagery in contemporary society and offers an
interpretation of American culture by treating commonplaces
of community belief in an uncommon way--as facets of
competing community ideologies. He argues that by adopting
such ideologies, people are able to "make sense" of reality
and their place in the everyday world.
Explores the possibilities for the therapeutic process of
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adopting a social constructionist perspective. Topics covered
in this text include the theoretical basis for social
constructionist therapy, and various approaches in practice,
such as irreverant therapy and the not-knowing therapist.
A timely essay collection on the development and influence of
secular expressions of Buddhism in the West and beyond.
How do secular values impact Buddhism in the modern
world? What versions of Buddhism are being transmitted to
the West? Is it possible to know whether an interpretation of
the Buddha’s words is correct? In this new essay collection,
opposing ideas that often define Buddhist
communities—secular versus religious, modern versus
traditional, Western versus Eastern—are unpacked and
critically examined. These reflections by contemporary
scholars and practitioners reveal the dynamic process of
reinterpreting and reimagining Buddhism in secular contexts,
from the mindfulness movement to Buddhist shrine displays
in museums, to whether rebirth is an essential belief. This
collection explores a wide range of modern understandings of
Buddhism—whether it is considered a religion, philosophy, or
lifestyle choice—and questions if secular Buddhism is purely a
Western invention, offering a timely contribution to an everevolving discussion. Contributors include Bhikkhu Bodhi, Kate
Crosby, Gil Fronsdal, Kathleen Gregory, Funie Hsu, Roger R.
Jackson, Charles B. Jones, David L. McMahan, Richard K.
Payne, Ron Purser, Sarah Shaw, Philippe Turenne, and
Pamela D. Winfield.
This book builds on two current developments in psychology
scholarship and practice. The first centers on broad
discontent with the individualist tradition in which the rational
agent, or autonomous self, is considered the fundamental
atom of social life. Critique of individualism spring not only
from psychologists working in the academy, but also from
communities of therapy and counseling. The second, and
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related development from which this work builds, is the
search for alternatives to individualist understanding. Thus,
therapists such as Steve Mitchell, along with feminists at the
Stone Center, expand the psychoanalytic tradition to include
a relational orientation to therapy. The present volume will
give voice to the critique of individualism, but its major thrust
is to develop and illustrate a far more radical and potentially
exciting landscape of relational thought and practice that now
exists. Most existing attempts to build a relational foundation
remain committed to a residual form of individualist
psychology. The present work carves out a space of
understanding in which relational process stands prior to the
very concept of the individual. More broadly, the book
attempts to develop a thoroughgoing relational account of
human activity. In doing so, Gergen reconstitutes 'the mind'
as a manifestation of relationships and bears out these ideas
in a range of everyday professional practices, including family
therapy, collaborative classrooms, and organizational
psychology.
Combining a scholar's care and thoroughness with searing
personal insight, Karp brings the private experience of
depression into sharp relief, drawing on a remarkable series
of intimate interviews with 50 depressed men and women.
This important book pierces through the terrifying isolation of
depression to uncover the connections linking the depressed
as they undertake their personal journeys.
Developing the argument that identity is both individual and
collective, the author explores the work of major social
theorists such as Mead, Goffman and Barth to explain the
experience of identity in everyday life.

Practising Identities is a collection of papers about
how identities - gender, bodily, racial, ethnic and
national - are practised in the contemporary world.
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Identities are actively constructed, chosen, created
and performed by people in their daily lives, and this
book focuses on a variety of identity practices, in a
range of different settings, from the gym and the
piercing studio, to the further education college and
the National Health Service. Drawing on detailed
empirical studies and recent social and cultural
theory about identity this book makes an important
intervention in current debates about identity,
reflexivity, and cultural difference.
We fall in love every day, with others, with ideas,
with ourselves. Stories of love excite us and baffle
us. This volume is about love and the networked
self. It focuses on how love forms, grows, or
dissolves. Chapters address how relationships of
love develop, are sustained or broken up through
technologies of expression and connection. Authors
explore how technologies reproduce, reorganize, or
reimagine our dominant rituals of love. Contributors
also address what our experiences with love teach
us about ourselves, others, and the art of living.
Every love story has a beginning and an end.
Technology does not give love the kiss of eternity;
but it can afford love new meaning.
A state-of-the-art reference on educational
ethnography edited by leading journal editors This
book brings an international group of writers together
to offer an authoritative state-of-the-art review of,
and critical reflection on, educational ethnography as
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it is being theorized and practiced today—from rural
and remote settings to virtual and visual posts. It
provides a definitive reference point and academic
resource for those wishing to learn more about
ethnographic research in education and the ways in
which it might inform their research as well as their
practice. Engaging in equal measure with the history
of ethnography, its current state-of play as well as its
prospects, The Wiley Handbook of Ethnography of
Education covers a range of traditional and
contemporary subjects—foundational aims and
principles; what constitutes ‘good’ ethnographic
practice; the role of theory; global and multi-sited
ethnographic methods in education research;
ethnography’s many forms (visual, virtual, auto-,
and online); networked ethnography and internet
resources; and virtual and place-based ethnographic
fieldwork. Makes a return to fundamental principles
of ethnographic inquiry, and describes and analyzes
the many modalities of ethnography existing today
Edited by highly-regarded authorities of the subject
with contributions from well-known experts in
ethnography Reviews both classic ideas in the
ethnography of education, such as “grounded
theory”, “triangulation”, and “thick description”
along with new developments and challenges An
ideal source for scholars in libraries as well as
researchers out in the field The Wiley Handbook of
Ethnography of Education is a definitive reference
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that is indispensable for anyone involved in
educational ethnography and questions of
methodology.
The saturated selfthe dilemmas of identity in
contemporary lifeThe Saturated Self
Since 1975, Robert Julien's A Primer of Drug Action
has been the definitive guide to the effects of
psychoactive drugs on the brain and on behavior.
Now fully updated, this popular guide continues to
lead the way through a rapidly changing field,
providing readers with a clear, contemporary, and
objective look at every drug and medication that
either positively or adversely affects brain function.
This edition includes important new information on
-Herbal medications -Drug therapy for behavioral
and anxiety disorders -Clinical practice guidelines for
treating psychological disorders -Depression and the
action of antidepressant drugs -The use of newer
anticonvulsants in the treatment of bipolar disorder,
pain syndromes, and behavioral disorders -Drug
therapy for children, adolescents and the elderly
-"New generation" antipsychotic agents
Authoritative, comprehensive, and suitable for those
with little background in biology, A Primer of Drug
Action is an indispensable source of information for
anyone interested in drug use, abuse, and
education.
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